
Comments by Katja: 
 
Section 1:  
1-) L13/14: „The position of the silicon tracker inside the CMS detector is shown in Fig. 
1.”-> “The position of the pixel detector inside the CMS detector is shown in Fig. 1.” 
Answer: Figure 1 was removed in the new version. Therefore, the sentence was also 
removed. 
 
2-) L20: “replace the original pixel modules with new ones to assure that the pixel system 
would function, at least from the perspective of radiation hardness and readout buffer 
depth, until the HL-LHC era” I think this is still not correct, as we are replacing layer 1 of 
BPix for reasons of radiation damage. I suggest to write “replace the original pixel 
modules with new ones to assure that the pixel system would function, at least from the 
perspective of readout bandwidth, until the HL-LHC era” 
 
Answer: This sentence was modified as follow (suggested by Marko) [Lines 17-19 in the 
new version]. 
 
One purpose of the Phase 1 upgrade was to replace the original pixel modules so that, 
with the possible exception of the innermost barrel layer, the new modules would not 
require replacement until the HL-LHC era. 
 
3-) L30: remove the comma after “efficiency” 
Answer: comma was removed in the new version. 
 
4-) L41: “which was fabricated”-> “which has fabricated” 
Answer: Modified as “which has also fabricated”. “also” was suggested by Anders. 
 
5-) L44: “measurements of the current voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage (CV) 
characteristics” 
Answer: Modified as suggested (Line 43 in the new version). 
 
Section 2:  
 
6-) L66: start new sentence “A rewiring was necessary...” because it is a new aspect. 
Answer: Modified as suggested (Line 65 in the new version). 
 
Section 3: 
7-) L82 and 84: please suppress linebreaks in “65V“ and “150V“. Works with mbox{}, if 
I remember correctly. Also please check that distances between unit and number are all 
done with a small space „65\,V“, it does not look like it. 
 
Answer: A small space was put using the suggested command. 
 
References:  
8-) L147: Full-stop at end of [4] 
Fixed.  



9-) L149: For consistency, remove „The“, i.e. just write „CMS Collaboration“ 
Fixed.  
 
10-) In general, your tables 1 and 4 would look a bit better if you‘d have two horizontal 
lines before the „Total“ line, as you do in Table 3. You can also consider to have double 
vertical separation, i.e. between the first column and the rest, and maybe also between 
“E” and “Total” in Table 1. It gives more structure to the table. 
 
Answer: A horizontal line was added before the total rows in Tables 1 and 4. We’ve also 
added an extra vertical line between the first and second columns of the tables, although 
we are not convinced of the esthetics. 
 


